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    In the last few years, several people have been considering the moduli of abelain

surfaces with non-principal polarisations (and often a bit more structure). I intend to

explain in some detail what has been done, and why, and to descibe some open problems.

1. Abelian varieties and polarisations.

For the sake of completeness, and because there has been some work on moduli of higher-

dimensional abelian varieties with non-principal polarisations, I shall not restrict myselfto

surfaces until I have to. We shall, in fact, almost always work over the complex numbers,

and accordingly I shall describe things from the point of view of complex manifolds.

    A complex torus is a quotient X = C/A of the g-dimensional vector space C9 by a

lattice A of rank 2g: thus A or Z2Si and X is a compact complex manifold of dimension g.

In general X is not an algebraic variety. The well-known Appel-Humbert theorem, which

can be found in any book on abelian varieties (for instance [M] or [LB]), gives a necessary

and suMcient condition for X to be algebraic: there should exist a Hermitian form H on

Cg which is positive definite and takes integer values on A. If such a form exists then X is

said to be an abelian variety and H is called a polarisation. The terminology is justified by

the fact that "polarisation" in this sense coincides with the usual sense of "polarisation"

in algebraic geometry: there is a one-to-one correspondence between such Hermitian forms

and ample line bundles on X.

    With respect to a suitable Z-basis for A, the imaginary part E = ImH of H (which

is, of course, an alternating bilinear form) h(Tts matrix

                                (-B e)
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for some diagonal n Å~ n matrix D = diag (di,...,dg). The di can be chosen to be positive

integers such that dildi-; subject to that, they are determined uniquely by the polarisa-

tion. The polarisation is said to be of type (di,...,dg), or to be a (di,...,dg)-polarisation.

A prineipag poiarz'sation is a polarisation of type (1, . . . , 1).

    For practical pgrposes we may assgme Skat di = 1. If Åí is aR amp}e }ine bultd}e

determlRiRg a pelari$atieR ef type (di,. . . ,dg), t}}ei} tke poiarisatieR giveit by ÅíXa is of

type (adi,...,adg), so te assume di = l is just to take tlie smallest ample line bundle in

the ray in PicXXR generated by the polarisation.

    Principally polarised abelian varieties have attracted most attention, not least because

the Jacobian of a curve is an abelian variety that comes with a natural principal polari-

sation. However, non-principal polarisations do also arise naturally, for instance on Prym

varieties.

2. Aft example: Herrecks-Mllmferd surfaces.

The Horrocks-Mumford bttxxdle (see IHM]), whicl} we skall deftote by f, is probably the

most famous vector bundle in the world. It is a rank 2 bundle on IP4 with many beautiful

properties. The beautiful property of the Horrocks-Mumford bundle that we are interested

in is this one: if s E I"(Jr ) is a general section then the zero set of s is an abelian surface

X,glP'4, and O(1) is a (1,5)-polcxrisation. Every abelian surface in IP4 arises in this way,

and a (1, 5)-polarisation on an abelian surface is always very ample and embeds the abeliaii

    Suppese p ls aR odd prime a!}d X is a (l,p)-pglarised abelian surface wk}i du&l abeliall

variety rt. [['ke pelarisation induces a map X --. I. T}}e kemel of tliis m&p is a vector

space over tlie fiRite field gep which inherits an alternating form frem E. A ievel structure

is a choice of symplectic basis for this kernel.

    In the case of Horrocks-Murnford surfaces, the section s determines a level structure

on X,, which arises because X, is invariant under the action of the Heisenberg group on

Jl . It follows that an open subset of Pr(Jr) = IP3 parametrises (1,5)-polarised abelian

surfaces with a level structure.
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3. Moduli spaces.

Henceforth we consider abeiian surfaces with a (1,t)-polarisation for some integer t. One

expects a family of abelian surfaces with extra structure to be parametrised by a Siegel

modulaT tlireefold (unless t}ie strttctttre is sucli t}iat its existekce imposes conditiefis en

the abeliaii surface, i}} wXck Åëase gt}iey meduli spaces $uch as Ki}beye mgdular surfaces

arise). By a Siegel medttlar tlireefo}d we mean a quotient of the Siegel upper }}alf-plane of

degree 2 by an arithmetic subgroup of Sp(4, ((l}). The following case, which generalises the

case of Horrocks-Mumford surfaces, has attracted much attention,

    Let Ai,p be the moduli $pace of (1,p)-polarised abelian surfaces with a level structure,

where p is an odd primex The Siegel upper Iialf-plane is

S2 xe {ZG M2.2(c) Iz=Tz, ImzÅre}

aftdSp(4,Q) aÅíts, as usual, by Åíractieiia} liRegf traRsfermatiexx$: tkas is, if7 = (gc4L pB ) G

Sp(4, {{1}) then 7 : Z H (AZ -}- B)(CZ + DÅr-i. We put

rl,p = 7 ff Sp(4, Ql) 17-1E
 zz
pZ pZ
 zz
 zz

 z pz
pZ p2z
 z pz
 z pz

r1,.NS2.which is obviously an arithmetic subgroup. Then Ai,p -ew (Strictly speaking,
Ai,p is rl.pXS2, where rl,p is a subgroup gf Sp(4,Åq{l2) cenjugate to ",p, but th!s makes no

differeftce &kd it i$ ce}ivei}ient to werk witk a $ubgrgllp of Sp(4, Z) if pgssible.) Similar!y, if

Ai.p is the modu}i space of (l,p)-polarised abe}ialt surfaces (Ro level structure tkis time),

and

rl,p == ry ff Sp(4,Q) 1 7- 1 E

z
pZ
z
z

 z z pz
 z pz pz
 z z pz
Lz Z ZP

(we can't stay inside Sp(4, (Cl)) now), then Ai,p = r- i,.XS2•

    Ai,p is a quasi-prejective variety, but it is noll-cempact and, since ",p has torsleR iio

matter l}ew lafge p is, it is sixxgu!&r. Tl}ere is a gatgfkl ccmpactificatieR of A!,p, t}ie S&take

compactificatioit, but it ls quite badly singular: it is better to compactify toroidal}y (adding

divisors), and in fact in this case there is a natural choice of such a compactification. The

toroidal compactification A{,pu has only finite quotient singularities. It is studied in detail
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(along with the corresponding degenerations) by Hulek, Kahn and Weintraub in their

recent book [HKWI] and the singularities are describecl in [HKW2].

    The reason for restricting attention to the case ef an odd prime is that it is then

possible to describe the boundary Al,p X Ai,p. If the polarisatien type is (1,t) and t is not

a pr}me (t = 2 is a specia} case akyw&y) t}ieR the beui}dary lxas many more cempeRents ai}d

tbe pictgfe becgmes extremely cemplicated, tkeggh it is possib}e to make a speci&l sbudy

of A;,p fer anytthat seems particularly interesting (t = 4, for instance). Seme results can

be got by methods that do not require knowledge of the geoinetry of the boundary, but

for most purposes we need sorne such information,

4. Known results.

We shall try to understand the birational geometry of Ai,p cxnd Aip.

A. The Kodaira dimellsiek.

    It fel}cws frem the remarks &bogt tke Xorreck$-Mttmford surf&ces, abcve, tl}at K(Af,s)

 : -co and }i}deed that Al.s is ratienal. Receiitly, Manolache and Sckreyer (IMS]) have

shown that Al,7 is rational, They look at the syzygies of abelian surfaces in IE)6 and produce

a birational equivalence between Ar,7 and a Fano variety of type V22, via polar hexagons,

which is known to be rational by a theorem of Mukai.

    In the other direction, Gritsenko ([Gl) shows that rc(Ar.r,) ) O ifp 2 13 and rc(Ar,p) tr

1 ifp ) 29, and Hulek and I proved (in [HSI]) that rc(Al,.) : 3 ifp 2 41. Both the$e

resu}ts are obtained by }ooking at modu}&r ferms for ",p, but in rather differeRt ways, as

i wil} fiew explaift.

    If f is a medular form of weig}}t 3k for ",p tl}exx f(Z)(dTi A dT2 A dT3)Xk (w}iere
Z = (4i TT23) E S2) gives a k'-foid differential form, possibly with some poles, on a

desingularisation of Ai,p, at lea$t if k is suficiently divisible. It extends, possibly with

logarithmic poles, to the bourmdary of a desingularisation of Ar,p, In [HSI] the method is

to obtain a large supply of rnodular forms of high weight (which is easy) cxnd then count

the conditions that the correspondiBg differential form must satisfy in order to extend

without poles. It turns out that the dimension ef the space of modular forms of weight 3K"

i$ abeut kt{;ep5S'3 aRd S}ie kttmber of ceRditieRs is abeut 8p4k3, so ifp }r 41 we re&l}y de get

erder k3 pluricakoRic&l ferrcs. Ik IG], eft the ctker }iai}d, Grit$eako prgduces cgsp forms of

weight 3 for ",t (actually for ",t). 'Il]his is very diMcult to do but the resulting canonical

(not pluricanonical!) forrn extends automatically tQ the whole of a desingularisation of
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Al,t, so pg(AI,t) År O. In particular no information about the boundary is needed and it is

therefore possible to get results about most t: in some cases where all the prime factors of

t are small (for instancet= 30) the method fails to produce any forms.

    In this context we should also note that O'Grady, in [O'G], proved that Ar,p2 is of

general type if p 2 17.

    Nothing at all is known about rc(Ar.n) or about rc(Ar,3), but it would be astonishing

if Ai3 were not rational. I suspect, on no evidence whatever, that rc(Al.n) = 3, though it

would be much more fun if it were not.

B. Hodge and Betti numbers.

    Let Ap be a desingularisation of Ar,p (there is a fairly obvious choice of desinguiarisa-

tion to make). It is quite ecxsy to see that the first Betti number bi(Ap) is zero. Gritsenko's

results give lower bounds on h3'O and Zintl has calculated the Euler characteristic (and is

calculating the other Chern numbers). The Euler characteristic of Al,p is very negative,

so b3 is large for Iarge p. Apart from that, nothing is known. Ihave hopes that b2 and b3

can be calculated by reducing mod q and using the Weil conjectures (Lee and Weintraub,

in [LW], carried out such a program for principally polarised abelian surfaces of level 2),

but the technical dificulties are considerable. For small p we might be able to calculate

the Hodge numbers via modular forms, but we would probably only be able to get sharp

enough bounds to do this if some of them vanished, which is unlikely to be the case for

large p.

C. Miscellaneous.

    Hulek and I have recently shown, in [HS2], that Ap is simply connected. (I believe that

this should be true for most, perhaps even all, Siegel modular varieties, except, obviously,

curves,) This (rather easy) result raises the possibility of An (or even, for all we know, A3)

being a Calabi-Yau 3-fold. Zintl's calculation shows that b3(AI,n) is quite large (about

50), which proves nothing but suggests that AI,ii is probably not rational (there would

have to be a lot of surfaces that could be contracted and if there were we would expect to

have seen them by now).

    The proofthat Ap is simply connected runs like this: ri(Ap) is a quotient ofri,p. The

principal congruence subgroup T(p2), that is, {7 E Sp(4,Z) l or E O(mod p2)}, is contained

in ri,p and it follows from a result of Kn611er that

                        r(p2)[Ker (ip : ri,,.Ti(Ap))•
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The element
                              Mo=(t Y)'

where u = (6 8), is also in this kernel: to prove this one finds a loop in ip(Mo) and

constructs an explicit null homotopy, contracting the loop via a boundary point. Then it

can be shown by direct calculation that the smallest normal subgroup of ri,p containing

both r(p2) and Mo that is invariant under conjugation by ri,p is ri,p itself. As Kerip has

all these properties, it follows that Ti(Ap) = 1.
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